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ABSTRACT: Abstract: It is a study of the evolution of the complete stack development which is advancement of 

technology and also introduction of cloud. For a higher understanding what's a full stack development and the way it's 

implemented in various sectors. The total stack development may be a new evolution and accommodate the user's 

needs. Around a globe a standard stack is the historical programming practice for many web applications. Today’s 

scenario that the trend is now changing. Full stack development accomplishes the increasing need of the users. The 

main focus of this study is to style and implement and various platforms as a part of an execution of programs using 

some emerging JavaScript technologies that include Mongo DB, Express JS, Node.JS and Angular JS. The research 

paper is specializing in benefits provided by these individual programming platform components are on the increase 

and might function as one stack. This paper has relevancy in studying the varied platforms taxonomy, execution 

process working principles and implementation of the MEAN stack components. Bringing these components to figure 

together through different platforms of various programming languages and outcomes presented during this study.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Full-stack development refers to the event of both front-end (client side) and backend (server side) aspects of the 

websites. Frontend or client-side is that the interface where visitors or the end-users directly interact with the 

net applications. Whereas, the backend or the server-side is that the hidden part that doesn't interact with users directly, 

instead majorly includes the work associated with databases and API progress. Therefore, website development 

projects that typically require the frontend and backend work to be completed by one developer comes under full-stack 

development. Full-stack designers are engineers who are capable in building completely fledged sites and web 

applications by applying different customer side programming dialects outlines. They’re well-versed with the 

event process — from undertaking the UI/UX design and building prototypes to complete development, testing and 

deployment of the appliance. They also make the applications strong, secure and safe. Full stack development could be 

a piece of web improvement which comprehensively alludes to the assignments interrelated with creating sites for 

facilitating by means of intranet or web. it's the advance of a complete application both the side, which we allude 

to because the customer side, and back-end the server-side. thanks to the presentation of distributed computing 

there are intense changes within the field of Full Stack development and what it's meant for the turn of events. 

Distributed computing comprises of various administrations and enjoys many benefits. 

 

II. TECH STACKS TO USE IN FULL-STACK DEVELOPMENT 

1. LAMP:  LAMP stack is an acronym, wherein L means Linux operating system, A for Apache server, M for My 

SQL data set server and P for PHP language. This is a work of art and time-test pile of advances, and stays the most 

well-known method for conveying web applications. Well recognized open-source CMS, for example, Drupal and 

Word Press use Light. This stack can advantageously deal with dynamic pages wherein the substance changes each 

time the page loads. Contingent upon your business necessities, you can pick parts. For example, rather than Linux, you 

can choose Microsoft Windows as the operating system. PHP can be traded for Python or Perl. Since the Light has been 

around for a really long time, it has a great biological system and a functioning local area of designers who work in it. 
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Dig.1 LAMP 

2.MEAN: 

Here M represents for Mongo DB, E represents Express.js, and a represents Angular JS N addresses the      cross-stage 

runtime climate. Since the parts are completely JavaScript, you can utilize a solitary programming language all through 

the stack, and reuse the code across the whole application. MEAN is free and open-source with a flourishing local area. 

It is ideal for cloud facilitating since the parts are extensible, adaptable and adaptable. The MEAN stack improvement 

permits designers to send cloud applications effectively since it incorporates the web server. The information base can 

scale on-request to oblige transitory use spikes. Assuming you have a solitary group of JavaScript designers, they can 

work adaptively utilizing MEAN. It is adept for schedules, area finding and planning, and news conglomeration 

locales. 

 

Dig.2. Perception of M.E.A.N. 

3. MERN: 

This is as same as MEAN. The fundamental differentiation is Angular JS gets superseded by React. Since the last 

option utilizes Virtual DOM, the progressions in the web application can be executed without any problem. The MERN 

stack utilizes JSX, a change of JavaScript, and is ideal for building very good quality, single-page applications with 

intuitive UIs. The main disadvantage is engineers need to manage restricted centre usefulness since Respond isn't a 

structure however a library 

 

Dig.3. Concept of MEVN 
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III. TECHNOLOGY INVOLVES IN FULL-STACK DEVELOPMENT 

Front End: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery  

Back End: PHP, Angular, Node JS, .Net 

Database: MySQL, MongoDB, CouchDB, MS SQL 

1. HTML/CSS: 
•HTML stands for Hypertext terminology 

•An HTML file may be a document containing small mark-up tags 

•The mark-up tags tell the containing small mark-up tags 

•An HTML file must have an html or HTML file extension 

•An HTML file may be created employing a simple text editor 

 

Hypertext terminology or HTML and Falling Templates or CSS are two unique dialects that are the premise of 

constructing pages and applications. While HTML is employed for building the development of a page or a site, CSS 

characterizes how all the HTML components will show on different gadgets 

 

HTML tag: 
HTML tag are utilized to depict how the program will show the substance. Three key parts of HTML tag include: 

a. Opening tag 

b. Closing tag 

c. Content 

 

CSS syntax 
CSS syntax is formed out of a selector and a revelation block. The selector characterizes the HTML component you 

wish to regulate, though, the assertion block contains the CSS property and depicts the alterations to be disbursed. 

For e.g. in p, “p” is that the selector and therefore the text in curly braces is that the declaratory. 

 

2. JavaScript 
JavaScript is employed in several web content to boost the planning, validate forms, detect, browsers, create 

cookies and far more. JavaScript is that the most well-liked scripting language on the web Explorer, Firefox, and 

Opera it's text-based prearranging or artificial language which will be executed on both, customer side and server-

side. it's utilized for creating a site more intuitive by adding dynamic elements thereto. JavaScript can control HTML 

and CSS for understanding, adjusting and approving information. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3. JavaScript addition program 

 

Fig.4.Output of JavaScript Program. 
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IV. SIX FRONT END FRAMEWORKS 

 

1. Angular JS: 

It is a JavaScript open-source, frontend system utilized for building single page web applications or SPAs. within 

the beyond few years, Angular JS has considered staggering development in its use to be it gives an upfront and fast 

way for full-stack designers to vary over HTML-based static sites into dynamic one. In Angular JS, the data is assured 

inside the HTML class and every one the HTML ascribes is extended with Orders. Moreover, the structure oversees 

written by hand DOM and AJAX stick codes and incorporates them during the applying advancement process. Angular 

JS likewise diminishes the contrasts between HTML codes given during a report and therefore the prerequisite of the 

applications just with the help of recent HTML develops. 

2. React: 

Bootstrap may be a free frontend advancement structure that aides in building responsive and versatile sites or 

applications. Containing different apparatuses in its stockpile, Bootstrap saves engineers from composing colossal CSS 

code and hence, diverts useful long periods of designers towards different undertakings, as an example, planning the 

web site pages. 

Bootstrap empowers quicker venture web advancement with insignificant manual endeavours and furthermore offers a 

good scope of HTML and CSS-based planning layouts particularly for typographies, structures, buttons, tables, routes, 

pictures, etc for creating intelligent sites. Additionally, frontend designers can use Respond layouts with different 

JavaScript modules for better outcomes. 

3. jQuery: 

jQuery is an open-source, little, and light-weight JavaScript library that allows full-stack engineers to possess a 

"compose less, accomplish more" approach for acting on the communication between the HTML/CSS record and 

JavaScript. jQuery supports engineers with accomplishing assignments that may require huge countless JavaScript code 

with a pair of lines of code. Additionally, it works on many cycles, as an example, HTML archive navigating and 

control, occasion handlings, liveliness, and AJAX communications. jQuery is good for cross-program JavaScript 

advancement, and is viable with different programs. It works on convoluted components from JavaScript, for instance, 

AJAX calls and DOM controls for the full-stack engineer. 

4. SASS: 

SASS is long for "Linguistically Magnificent Templates" — a CSS pre-processor that is utilized for adding exceptional 

elements like factors, settled standards, inline imports, and mixings into the usual CSS. It is the most trusted, amazing, 

and dynamic CSS expansion language that makes the coding system simple and productive. Also, it enables the full-

stack engineers to keep everything coordinated and assists them with building templates in a matter of seconds. Best of 

all, it is viable with every one of the forms of CSS, yet the main essential is to have Ruby introduced on your 

framework. 

5. Node.js: 

Node.js is a cross-platform runtime climate that assists designers with executing the JavaScript codes outside of the 

programs. It is a greater amount of a non concurrent, occasion driven JavaScript runtime and not a system or a 

programming language. Node.js is significantly utilized for making backend frameworks like APIs for sites and 

applications. It makes versatile organization applications with the assistance of occasion driven, non-hindering I/O 

models With Node.js advancement, full-stack engineers can make a lightweight and amazingly effective stage 

reasonable for information concentrated arrangements that work effectively on different gadgets. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Full stack may be a hybrid concept where visible of a part the web site and under hood combination. Full stack 

development could be a low code development react build up complex interfaces through simple components, connect 

them to data on your backend server. Node.JS for creating backend frameworks like API for site and application SASS 
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where building templates and also a robust CSS extension. jQuery where compose less accomplish more approach. 

Angular is which develop both client and server software. during this paper researchers are focused on full stack is 

more beneficial for various platforms. 
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